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The Digital Mile in Zaragoza, Spain is a project conceived and developed by the City 
of Zaragoza in conjunction with faculty and students from the City Design and Develop-
ment and the Media Laboratory programs at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.  

In preparation for the 2008 International Exhibition to be hosted in Zaragoza, Mayor 
Juan-Alberto Belloch teamed up with Dennis Frenchman and William J. Mitchell of MIT 
to conceive of and develop the Milla Digital project in 2005.  The resulting plan is for 
an open source approach to actively engaging the citizens of Zaragoza in shaping the 
content of the Milla Digital and programming its daily use.

The overall concept of the design is to visually and functionally knit together disparate 
elements of the city through a network of community and educational facilities, public 
spaces that serve many uses, and special urban features.  The network will be made 
up of both digital and physical components, layered across the cityscape.

Design Themes include physical features that have endured through the history of 
Zaragoza; strengths of the city that will be valuable in an information economy includ-
ing: 
• water, connecting to the natural landscape; 
• bridges, linking places and ideas; 
• towers, providing a unique image and voice; 
• walls defi ning edges inside and out; and 
• layers of culture, information and landscape

While the project is not yet complete, Zaragoza has much in common with the North 
Rainier Town Center. The vision for the Digital Mile is both well developed and bold, 
and provides a great example of the potential change that can come with such a vision.

Aerial Photo of Digital Mile area
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Concepts and General 
Guidelines
• A gateway to the future
• People-scaled urban 

fabric
• Responsive public 

places
• Ubiquitous information 

access
• Effi cient, sustainable 

landscapes
• Use of water in innova-

tive ways

Digital Mile/Milla Digital
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Context  

Zaragoza, in northeast Spain, is one of the country’s oldest cities.  It was founded by 
Caesar Augustus, became a Moor stronghold, then capital of the Christian Kingdom of 
Aragon.  Richly layered in history and culture, Zaragoza is entering a new chapter with 
the completion of a high-speed rail line that brings Barcelona and Madrid within com-
muting distance.  

In recognition of a shifting economy away from industry and automobiles and toward 
information and technology, Zaragoza strives to achieve economic and urban devel-
opment goals with the Milla Digital Project.  Goals include asserting Zaragoza as a 
regional center for technological innovation and building local skills in the use and de-
velopment of information technology, as well as activating under-utilized urban spaces 
and expressing the richly layered and ever-evolving history of the city. The result is a 
plan for advanced communication and media technology in the public realm.

Designed to utilize and invigorate parts of Zaragoza that were formerly occupied by 
a railway that cut through the city, the Milla Digital knits the fabric of the old city to the 
new.  The existing 19th century railway was demolished and now connects, under-
ground, to the new rail station on the edge of town.  

  
City Statistics 

City Population:  682,283

City Area: 410.3 mi2

Density Level: 1,556.9/mi2

Governing bodies: 
City of Zaragoza

Can technology enhance public use and enjoyment?  Can it make space 
more productive, more meaningful?

Places on the 
Digital Mile

Delicias Station, Aljafería, Expo Bridge / Estación de Delicias, Aljafería, Puente Expo

Major roads / Calles principales

Ebro River / Río Ebro

Paseo del Agua / Paseo del Agua

Development Nodes (Almozara & Portillo) / Centros de desarrollo (Almozara y el Portillo)

Development Node (River Gate) / Centro de desarrollo (acceso al río)
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Major Components  

Connective Corridors

The Digital Mile itself is designed to be a connective corridor between the neighbor-
hoods of Portillo, Almozara, and Rivergate.  Physical elements are organized along 
a pathway that stretches between these neighborhoods called the Paseo del Agua.  
Bordering major roadways on one side and park space on the other, the Paseo is seen 
as an important buffer between busy arterials and residential communities, as well as a 
vital pedestrian link between parts of the city separated by those arterials.  Designed to 
feature sustainable uses of water, the Paseo provides a modern take on ancient meth-
ods of water management traditionally used in the region.

Anchors

Portillo is the site of the Aljafería, the former Moorish palace and now seat of the 
Aragón legislature.  Also the site of the former railyard, a large amount of land is newly 
available for development.  Portillo serves as the southern anchor to the Digital Mile 
and will feature outdoor recreation, sports, playground and passive spaces; a commu-
nity center; a city-wide performance and meeting venue; a children’s museum for digital 
technology; and private residential and offi ce developments.

Almozara, adjacent to the new Delicias rail station, is on axis with the highway from 
Madrid.  The Almozara anchor is designed to serve both community and regional func-
tions—on different elevations—such as a sports center and playing fi elds; a neighbor-
hood public space featuring cafes, convenience shops and a community arts center; a 
Center for Art and Media Technology; a business center; and public functions devoted 
to advancing Zaragoza as a center for technological advancement.

Rivergate is located on the Ebro River and was the gateway to the site of the 2008 
International Exhibition.  The fi rst phase of the Digital Mile was implemented here, both 
to coordinate with the Expo as well as to show the potential of the project.  “Water and 
Sustainable Development” was the theme of the Expo; many of the aspects of the proj-
ect demonstrated at the Expo were ones utilizing water in the digital context.

Civic
Planned civic amenities include:

• Museo de la Milla, an institution aimed at introducing information technology to 
children and adults alike

• Center for Art and Media Technology
• Pedestrian bridge linking Delicias rail station with adjacent parts of the city 
• Sports center
• Community centers
• Recreation areas
• Adaptable pavilion for everything from sports to performances,
• Various outdoor public spaces, 
• Subway and bus station

Layers of intervention in 
Almozara development

City name
tag line
(arial  18pt)

Digital Mile/Milla Digital

Aljafería

Contructed wetland arranged in a stream designed to 
recalim and cleanse graywater run-off harvested from 
through-out  the site and its immediate neighborhood 
innovate water curtain
Pantano artifi cial en forma de corriente para la 
recuperación y limpieza de aguas grises recogidas en todo 
el lugar y en la pantalla de agua de los alrededores

Water
Agua

Landform
Forma de los terrenos

Terreno de parque en ligera pendiente adecuado para actividades relacionadas con la 
naturaleza, los paseos a pie o en bicicleta o comidas al aire libre

fl at parkland suitable for outdoor athetics.
Terreno de parque llano adecuado para 
actividades físicas al aire libre

gently hilly parkland suitable for nature-oriented 
activities, hiking, bicycling, and picnicing.

plazas & promenades
Plazas y paseos 

Landscape
Paisaje athletic facilities for the fl at parkland 

Equipamientos deportivos en el terreno de parque llano
paths and follage for the hilly parkland a defi ned edge to north
Senderos y vegetación del parque en ligera pendiente Límite norte defi nido

bridge to link train station /Puente de conexión con la estación intermodal

transition to the Expo Bridge / Transición al Puente de la Expo
transition to the Aljafería
Transición a la Aljafería

Infrastructure
Infraestructura

water curtain as digital media (blue) /Pantalla de agua como medio digital (azul)
walls & noders for digital media (red) /Muros y nodos de medios digitales (rojo)
improved street/edge /calle/límite mejorado. interactivo

milla digital promenade /Paseo de Milla Digital
transtional plazas/Plazas de transición

Buildings
Edifi cios

buildings take up grade/Edifi cios en pendiente 
defi ned plazas facing digital mile & community
Plazas defi nidas en frente de Milla Digital y de los equipamientos comunitarios

green roof buildings to conserve energy & impound run-off
Edifi cios con cubierta vegetal para conservar la energía y la  corriente de agua 

landscape buildings to maximize open space
Edifi cios  para potenciar al máximo el espacio abierto 

sugrade carparks
Aparcamiento subterráneo
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DIGITAL PLACES

Digital places are intended to sup-
port activities and foster a personal 
association with public spaces by 
responding to users.

Wireless internet connectivity and 
digital media in a variety of modes 
will be available throughout the Dig-
ital mile to provide information as 
well as enable users to access and 
participate in the kind of responsive 
features creating an “open source” 
environment.

Digital displays integrated with 
architecture, place-based content 
available to individuals through cell 
phones, and multi purpose digital 
systems incorporated into everyday 
elements like street furniture and 
lighting can enhance the usability 
and experience of the digital mile 
and a unique environment.

The “Open Source” Enviroment

24.  Digital places.

24. Lugares digitales

ACCESO INÁLÁMBRICO
servicios basados en la localización

SEÑALIZACIÓN PROGRAMABLE, MOBILIARIO URBANO E ILUMINACIÓN
rutas principales 
servicio de transporte público a la EXPO

LUGARES DIGITALES
visualizador digital
agua digital

DF
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Digital Graffi ti wall that can 
be affacted by people within 
the city and beyond creat-
ing an interactive canvas to 
express one’s self.

Illustrations like this one 
were used to illustrate how 
these digital technologies 
can be incorporated into 
everyday life and can 
generate human capital

City name
tag line
(arial  18pt)

Digital Mile/Milla Digital

Júlia wanted to crate art for the digital graffi ti wall from the fi rst day she saw it during 
her walk home. After registering online, she was assigned a three-day period during 
which she managed and designed the wall in collaboration with three other people 
from various places around the world. Each day, she would fi nd something changed 
on the wall. She proudly showed off her work to her father.

She worked on the wall 12 more times over the next four years, 
in addition to various other digital art projects. Eventually she 
had developed enough skills to attend the Center for Art and 
Media Technology inside the building to which the graffi ti wall 
was attached.

After graduation, she was lucky enough to get a 
job as a web designer for an interior design fi rm in 
Zaragoza. She still signs up to work on the graffi ti 
wall from time to time and keeps in touch with other 
digital graffi ti artists from the site.

The Graffi ti Gateway
El Grafi ti Digital
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URBAN PIXELS

“How can we identify the zone 
of the digital mile within
Zaragoza?”

The urban display unit is an 
autonomous lighting device 
that can be affi xed to existing 
buildings and temporary struc-
tures. Placed along a series of 
facades, it traces the mile-long 
zone of the milla Digital in the 
city and is visible both from the 
sky and at street level to pedes-
trains, drivers and train passen-
gers. The “light” footprint inter-
vention can work synchonously 
or asynchronously to emphasize 
different moods or zones even 
while it is under development.

What types of Urban Forms best accommodate the transmutable qualities 
of digital media?.......Can it create a public realm that is more fl exible and
adaptable to different users, activities or moods?

81: Urban Pixels on existing residential buildings near 

Almozara.
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WATER within the Digital Mile
Paseo del Agua

Event places on the milla digital 
spine are interspersed with 
smaller spaces and parks which 
form the Paseo del Agua. The 
pathway borders major roadways 
on one side and park spaces on 
the other. It is envisoned as an 
important urban edge, carry-
ing pedestrians,bicyclists and 
alternative modes of transport to 
the river. The paseo uses surface 
drainage and recharge as well as 
incorporates digitally controlled 
water walls and fountains.

Digital Mile/ Milla Digital

a) FULL LEVEL b) MEDIUM LEVEL c) LOW LEVEL
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Impact-sensitive fl ooring 
technologies have been 
used in dance clubs and 
can also be adapted to 
generate energy based on 
impact.

MEMORY PAVING

memory pavement is intended 
to record pedestrian movement 
across a given space using 
digitally responsive pavers.
Each step creates an addi-
tional increment of light. As time 
passes and many pedestrians 
cross the pavement, paths of 
light form in the most commonly 
used areas.
Untread areas emit no light. 
Pedestrians are made to con-
sider the physical impact of their 
daily travels on the city as well 
as become aware of typical and 
atypical paths.

“Zaragoza’s Urban landscape is distinguished by the physical residue of 
the cultures that have occupied it over the centuries...... the milla digital 
can be useful in articulating smaller cultural movements, making visible 
the ways in which residents leave their mark upon the city, simply by 
travelling through it”
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DIGITAL AWNINGS
Digitals awnings are movable 
fabric screens mounted on 
buildings. The awnings can be 
adjusted based on climate, time 
of day or people’s movement. 
Projectors mounted on nearby 
buildings project images onto the 
canopies.
The digital infrastructure will be 
used for enhancing atmosphere; 
displaying abstract, impression-
istic or integrative content related 
to events, Zaragoza’s history or 
current events in the city.

The awnings can adapt to:

- Shade pedestrians

- Create a continous screen for 
fi lm projections

- form semi-enclosed spaces for 
interactive learning displays

-provide shelter during events
like farmers markets

Digital Mile/ Milla Digital

Resource:
Zaragoza*Milla Digital:  De-
signing a new century public 
realm
MIT School of Architecture 
and Planning
City Design and Development / 
Urban Studies and Planning / 
Smart Cities / 
Media Laboratory
City of Zaragoza, Spain
March 2006
http://www.milladigital.es/
ingles/home.php


